I. General Updates

PSAC Co-Chair, DeStefano welcomed the committee to today’s meeting. Co-Chair DeStefano provided a brief summary of the agenda with the hope that today’s discussion will focus on continuing conversations from the last meeting and coming away with actionable items. Co-Chair DeStefano also welcomed new institutional member from CUEMS, Sam Caplan.

II. Continued Discussion on Recommendations on Next Steps to Proceed with Public Safety Work from Subcommittee Group

Hodges provided the following updates:

- He has touched based with folks from Johns Hopkins and Oregon State to continue discussions on pilot mobile response units. He has requested that a member of PSAC volunteer to continue these discussions.
- He has continued conversations with the Alternate mobile Response Association and has asked that the committee members be invited to their monthly meetings. The next meeting is on February 16 2022.
- A Student Assembly resolution was introduced on Jan 27th to create an SA committee to focus on more undergraduate PSAC involvement and alternate response models.
- He continues to collect materials from across the country and reviewing them and news coverage of differential response programs for commonalities, promising practices, and community responses.
Three recommendations from previous meeting:
- PSAC, if possible, should expand meetings to include CRT and CUEMS and other groups to help create a unified solution to public safety.
- A comprehensive review of the Community Response Team (CRT) is needed.
- Comprehensive calls for service review:

Actionable items:
- Co-Chair Lombardi to share thoughts and recommendations regarding Recommendations.
- CUEMS and CUPD to help provide context behind some calls/responses and codes
- PSAC volunteer(s) to attend meetings with alternative mobile response teams.

Meeting adjourned at 1:11 PM
Notes by: Samantha M Radloff